As you likely already know, October brought one disaster after another to communities across 11 provinces in central Vietnam where torrential rains and severe landslides impacted over one million people.

Thanks to the incredible support of our community, PeaceTrees was able to respond quickly and effectively to assist those in need. Our teams assembled and delivered aid packets for nearly 1,000 families across central Vietnam containing 5kg of rice, instant noodles, fish sauce, salt, dry wares and canned food. Our EOD teams quickly returned to the field to focus on safely removing and destroying ordnance exposed by the recent flooding and landslides. The teams responded to callouts for 7 large bombs (500 lbs.) and countless other unexploded cluster munitions, mortars, shells, and mines.

This year we have witnessed the incredible efforts of our teams in Vietnam to respond to the needs of individuals and families that have faced increased uncertainty due to intersecting crises. Thank you for making this possible.

The video below shows the quick response of our teams in the wake of the flooding. This video was taken by our PR Officer Tung as the team delivered aid to individuals and families in need:

The road to recovery is long for many individuals in central Vietnam impacted by the flooding. This week we will share with you stories from the field that demonstrate the impact of your support.

This year the support of the PeaceTrees community has meant so much to communities throughout central Vietnam. We hope you will renew your commitment to PeaceTrees Vietnam in the coming year as we continue to address the legacy of war and further assist communities in their rebuilding efforts in the wake of these disasters. Any amount you can contribute – $50, $100, $250 – makes a difference.

Make a donation today to support children and families in central Vietnam!
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